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Abstract— In the present work a numerical analysis was 

performed to investigate the laminar flow of the dielectric fluid 

NovecTM 7500 around an array of 3D protruding heaters mounted 

in cross-stream direction on the bottom substrate of a parallel 

plane channel using the ANSYS/FluentTM 15.0 software. The 

fluid flow was considered with constant properties under steady 

state conditions. In the channel inlet, the velocity profile was 

uniform. This problem is associated with forced flow of a 

dielectric fluid over the electronic components mounted on printed 

circuit boards. The conservation equations and their boundary 

conditions were numerically solved in a single domain through a 

coupled procedure.  The discretization of the equations was based 

on the Control Volumes Method. The SIMPLE algorithm was 

used to solve the pressure-velocity couple. Due to the non-linearity 

of the momentum equation, the correction of the velocity 

components and the pressure were under-relaxed to prevent 

instability. After a study of the computational mesh independence, 

the numerical results were obtained and displayed as a 3D 

non-uniform mesh with 212,670 control volumes. This 

computational mesh was more concentrated near the solid-fluid 

interface regions due to the larger primitive variable gradients in 

these regions. An investigation was done on the effects of the 

Reynolds numbers ranging from 100 to 300. The fluidynamics 

parameters of interest, such as, streamlines, velocity profile, 

pressure distribution, mean friction coefficient, Darcy-Weisbach 

friction factor, total pressure drop in the channel and power 

required were found and compared, when possible, to the results 

available in the literature for the air as the cooling fluid. 

 
Index Terms — Array of 3D Protruding Heaters, Dielectric 

Fluid, Laminar Flow, Numerical Analysis.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades, academic researches and 

scientific-technological efforts were developed in order to 

enhance the cooling technologies of electronic equipment.  

The cooling process through forced convection utilizing air 

as the work fluid is still the most common method of heat 

transfer in the discreet heaters. This is because the air is easily 

available and the devices required to move it are normally 

low cost, besides it is 100% non-polluting. For these reasons, 

nowadays, a significant attention is given to extend the limits 

of the cooling capacity through air due to the competitive 

environment in the computers industry [1]. 

 

In special applications, i.e., supercomputers where the heat 

generation is excessive and the space used for heat transfer is 

limited, the use of non-conventional and high cost cooling 

techniques are required. Dielectric fluids are utilized for the 

proper thermal control of the electronic packaging in 

question. In a dielectric fluid cooling system, one 

problematic factor that causes concern is the maintenance, 

because of the importance of the fluid’s discard and the risk 

of intoxication as a result of handling it. Therefore, the 

selection of a heat transfer fluid for semiconductor 

processing equipment and electronics cannot be treated with 

minor importance anymore, because environmental problems 

became a critical factor in the decisions of manufacture 

operations and project of computers. There is the need for 

high performance and long term solutions, aiming for a low 

maintenance necessity and this way causing a smaller 

environment impact [2]. 

 

In the present work, problems motivated by the Level 2 of 

electronic packaging, associated with the thermal control of 

an array of 3D protruding heaters mounted on a printed 

circuit board (PCB) were considered, as shown in Fig. 1 [3]. 

A dielectric fluid was considered as the work fluid. The 

available space for the heaters can be limited and the cooling 

process must be done through forced convection with 

moderate velocities (low Reynolds number) due to 

operational limitations and noise reduction. These 

components can be simulated by protruding blocks mounted 

on a parallel plate channel. 

 

The dielectric fluid selected to perform this work was the 

Novec
TM

 7500 that is utilized for thermal tests and immersion 

cooling of electronics, sold by the brand 3M
TM

 Novec 

Engineered Fluids. This fluid was chosen due to the 

adequacy with the temperature range used and the 

environmentally friendly properties, assuming, nowadays, 

the position of one of the dielectric fluids that causes the least 

environmental impact. The fluids Novec
TM

 are a group of 

materials with low Global Warming Potential (GWP) and 

have excellent properties for heat transfer applications, such 

as, dielectric properties, wide range of boiling points and 

good materials compatibility, in addition to demand little 

maintenance and to offer safe performance. They have high 

resistivity and will not damage electronic equipment or 

integrated circuits in the event of a leak or other failure. 

These characteristics made that the fluids Novec
TM

 became 

acknowledged by many industries and environmental control 

corporations all over the world, being approved for “use 

without restriction” under the U.S. EPA’s Significant New 

Alternatives Policy (SNAP). Further information about the 

Novec
TM

 7500 is presented in the manufacturer’s catalog [4]. 
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Fig 1. An array of 3D protruding heaters mounted on a PCB. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Hwang & Yang [5] presented a numerical study of the 

vortices structures of the flow (in a range of Reynolds 

numbers from low to moderate) around a cubic obstacle 

mounted on a plate in a channel. The main characteristics of 

the flow were horseshoe vortices upstream the obstacle, side 

vortices around the side faces of the cube, and “hair pin” 

vortices near the wake region. It was observed that as the 

flow approached the cube, an adverse pressure gradient 

produced a separate 3D boundary layer, allowing laminar 

horseshoe vortices to form. It was also noticed that as the 

Reynolds number increased, the structure of the horseshoe 

system became more complex and the number of vortices 

increased in pairs. 

Van Dijk & De Lange [6] conducted a numerical study of a 

flow over one cubic obstacle mounted on the base of a 

parallel plate channel, considering either compressible or 

incompressible laminar flow. The Reynolds number was 

investigated in a range from 50 to 250, and the Mach number 

was varied between 0.1 and 0.6. The main flow 

characteristics around the obstacle were the formation of 

horseshoe vortices, vortices developing on the side walls of 

the obstacle, and, downstream of the obstacle there was a 

wake with two counter-rotating vortices. It was noticed that 

the shape and size of these flow characteristics are 

determined mainly by the Reynolds number, verifying that 

for greater Reynolds numbers, the horseshoe vortices as well 

as the wake region extended over a significantly broader area. 

The correlation between the separation and reattachment 

point position with the Reynolds number was also presented. 

Nishida & Alves [7] performed a numerical analysis of the 

characteristics of the laminar fluid flow over 3D protruding 

heaters mounted on the bottom substrate of a parallel plane 

channel utilizing the air as the work fluid. An investigation 

was done on the effects of the Reynolds numbers ranging 

from 100 to 300. 

Other studies relating to the flow around 3D protruding 

heater(s) were performed by [8]-[12]. 

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION  

The basic configuration representing the treated problem 

for one of the 3D protruding heaters is indicated in Fig. 2. In 

this case, the channel has a height, H, length, L, and width, W. 

The substrate has the same length and width as the channel 

with a thickness, t. The heater has a length, Lh, height, Hh, 

width, Wh and it is located at a distance, Lu, from the channel 

entry. The space between the heaters is 2Ws.  

 
 

Fig  2. Basic configuration representing the problem for one of 

the 3D protruding heaters. 

The cooling process occurred through a forced laminar flow 

with constant properties under steady state conditions. In the 

channel entrance, the flow velocity profile (u0) was 

considered uniform. 
 

A. Problem Formulation 

The mathematical model of the present problem was 

performed for a single domain: the solid regions (protruding 

heater and substrate) and the fluid flow in the channel. Due to 

the problem symmetries, the conservation equations were 

formulated for the domain with length, L, width, W/2 and 

height, (H + t), as Fig. 3 shows. 

The governing equations cover the conservation principles 

in the considered domain. Steady state conditions, constant 

properties and negligible viscous dissipation were assumed. 

The occasional effects of oscillation in the flow are not being 

considered in this modeling: a typical procedure adopted in 

similar problems, e.g., [13]-[17]. 
 

 Mass Conservation (Continuity Equation) 

0 u  (1) 
 

 Momentum Conservation (Navier-Stokes Equation) 

  uuu
2  p  (2) 

 

The boundary conditions of the flow were uniform 

velocity (u0) at the channel inlet, and null velocity at the 

solid-fluid interfaces (no-slip condition). At the channel 

outlet, the flow had its diffusion neglected in the x direction. 

In the solution domain at the lateral boundaries, the 

symmetry condition (periodic condition) was applied for the 

velocity fields (same geometry in each of the 3D protruding 

heater). 

B. Fluidynamics Parameters of Interest 

The solution of the governing equations output the velocity 

and pressure distributions in the considered domain. The 

numerical solutions of the primary variables distribution      

(u, v, w, p) were utilized to define the derived quantities. The 

Reynolds number in the channel was based on the protruding 

heater height (Hh) and calculated as 
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hHu0Re   (3) 

 
 

Fig  3. Domain of the mathematical model analyzed. 
 

The mean friction coefficient can be written as 
 

2

02 uC wf   (4) 

 

w is the mean shear stress at the heater surfaces. 

 The Darcy-Weisbach (or Moody) friction factor can be 

defined in terms of the total pressure drop in the channel (Δp) 

by the equation 
 

2

02 uHpf   (5) 

 

The power required, Preq, at the pump or at the fan to 

overcome the flow resistance associated with the total 

pressure drop in the channel, Δp, can be represented by 
 

pmPreq    (6) 
 

C. Numerical Solution 

The governing equations and their boundary conditions 

were numerically solved utilizing the Control Volume 

Method [18] through the ANSYS/Fluent
TM

15.0 software. The 

SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked 

Equations) algorithm was used to treat the pressure-velocity 

couple. The boundary conditions were applied at the edges of 

the analyzed domain (Fig. 3). 

The numerical procedures assumed were verified through 

a comparison with the numerical results of the fluidynamic 

parameters presented [19]. After a mesh independency study, 

the numerical results were obtained with a 3D non-uniform 

mesh containing 212,670 control volumes. This mesh was 

more concentrated in the regions near the solid-fluid 

interfaces due to the larger gradients in the primitive 

variables of these regions, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Due to the non-linearity in the Momentum Equation, the 

velocity components and the pressure correction were 

under-relaxed to prevent instability and divergence. The stop 

criteria of the iterative solving process was established for 

absolute changes in the primitive variables smaller than four 

significant figures between two consecutive iterations, while 

the global mass conservation in the domain was satisfied in 

all of the iterations. 

The numerical solutions were processed in a computer 

with an Intel
TM

 Core
TM

 i7 3.6 GHz processor and 16 GB of 

RAM. The processing time of a typical solution was 

approximately 5 (five) minutes. 
 

 
 

Fig  4. 3D non-uniform mesh (3D perspective view). 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to obtain the numerical results, typical design and 

properties values found in cooling applications of electronic 

components mounted on a circuit printed board [20]. The 

geometric configurations showed in Fig. 2 were assumed 

considering a space of H = 0.0254m between the parallel 

plates. The cooling fluid considered in the current study was 

the dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500. The thermo-physical 

properties of the this fluid were considered constant, obtained 

at the temperature of 300K according to the manufacture’s 

catalog [4] (cp = 1,128 J/kg.K, k = 0.065 W/m.K, μ = 0.00124 

Pa.s, ρ = 1,614 kg/m
3
 e Pr = 21.519). The effects of the 

Reynolds numbers Re = 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 were 

investigated. According to Morris & Garimella [21], the flow 

is laminar for this range of Re. 

In Fig. 5, the streamlines around a 3D protruding heater, in 

a perspective view, are presented for Reynolds numbers of 

100, 200, and 300. The main characteristics of the laminar 

flow are the horseshoe vortices which start upstream the 

heater and develop around the heater’s lateral surfaces; a 

small recirculation upstream the protruding heater; the 

detachment of the fluid’s boundary layer at the top of the 

heater causing a recirculation (reverse flux); and a large 

recirculation region downstream the heater due to the flow 

reattachment. It is interesting to state that the fluid flow 

development around the 3D protruding heaters’ lateral 

surfaces does not freely happen due to the small space 

between the heaters. 

In Fig. 6, the streamlines around a 3D protruding heater are 

shown with more details for different Reynolds numbers in an 

upstream region of the heater. The formation of horseshoe 

vortices and a small recirculation near the stagnation point 

can be observed. Furthermore, the laminar flow becomes 

more complex around the heater when Re is increased. 

L 

  (H+t) 

   W/2 
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In Figs. 7, 8 e 9 streamlines are presented for the planes xy, 

xz e yz, respectively, for different Reynolds numbers. The 

characteristics of the flow around a 3D protruding heater can 

be better observed. 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 

Fig  5. Streamlines around a 3D protruding heater (in a 

perspective 3D view). 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 

Fig 6. Streamlines around a 3D protruding heater (in a 

perspective 3D view – detail). 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

Fig  7. Streamlines around a protruding heater on the plane xy 

for z =0. 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

Fig  8. Streamlines around a protruding heater on the plane xz 

for y = 0.16H. 

 

                 
 

(a) Re = 100        (b) Re = 200        (c) Re = 300 

 

Fig 9. Streamlines around a protruding heater on the plane yz 

for    x = 2.375H. 
 

In Fig. 7, it can be observed a small recirculation upstream 

the heater, a detachment of the fluid boundary layer at the top 

of the heater making a recirculation (reverse flux), and a large 

recirculation downstream the heater due to the flow 

reattachment. In Fig. 8, it is observed that the behavior of the 

streamlines downstream the recirculation region of a 

protruding heater becomes more complex when the Reynolds 

number is increased. It is also noticed that the recirculation 
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length increases with the Re, in other words, the reattachment 

point of the fluid boundary layer gets further downstream the 

heater. It is emphasized that the fluid flow development 

around the 3D protruding heaters’ lateral surfaces does not 

freely happen due to the small space between the heaters. In 

Fig. 9, it is seen that the laminar flow complexity around the 

3D protruding heater is greater with a larger Reynolds 

number. 

The recirculation length (Lrec) downstream the protruding 

heater, or the distance between the heater’s rear surface and 

the reattachment point of the fluidynamic boundary layer, is 

presented in function of Reynolds number in Table 1. The 

same results are shown in Fig. 10, where it is observed that 

the recirculation length varies linearly with Reynolds. A 

correlation with deviations smaller than 0.35% is presented in 

(7). From all presented results, the greatest length Lrec was 

approximately 2.75H, ensuring that the recirculation is 

always in the studied domain. 
 

Table 1. Length of the recirculation (Lrec) downstream the 3D 

protruding heater. 

Re (Lrec/H) 

100 1.19 

150 1.60 

200 2.00 

250 2.43 

300 2.84 
 

  3602.0Re0083.0 HLrec
 (7) 

 

Re

L
re

c
/H

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

 
Fig 10. Length of the recirculation (Lrec) downstream the 3D 

protruding heater. 
 

In Figs. 11, 12, and 13 the laminar flow velocity profiles of 

the dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500  are presented for the planes 

xy, xz e yz, respectively. The same fluidynamic behavior is 

observed when compared with Figs. 7, 8, and 9. 
 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 
Fig 11. NovecTM 7500 velocity profile around a 3D  protruding 

heater on the plane xy for z = 0. 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 
Fig 12. NovecTM7500 velocity profile around a 3D protruding 

heater on the plane xz for y = 0.16H. 

 

                 
(a) Re = 100        (b) Re = 200        (c) Re = 300 

 
Fig  13. NovecTM7500 velocity profile around a 3D protruding 

heater on the plane yz for x = 2.375H. 

 

In Fig. 14 the velocity magnitudes of the flow of the 

dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500 and the directions of the 

recirculations formed in the region near the protruding heater 

on the plane xy considering z = 0 can be observed in detail. 

 

 
(a) Re = 100 
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(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 
 

Fig  14. NovecTM 7500 velocity profile around a 3D protruding 

heater on the plane xy for z = 0  (detail in the proximities of the 

heater). 

The velocity profiles of the dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500 

along the y direction of two positions upstream the 3D 

protruding heater and four positions downstream the 3D 

protruding heater are shown in Figs. 15 (a) e 15 (b), 

respectively, considering Re = 200. The recirculations’ 

behavior can be better observed from the x direction velocity 

component values. A negative velocity value (u) represents a 

reverse flux in relation to the main flow. 

In Figs. 16, 17, and 18, pressure distributions of the 

laminar flow of the dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500 are 

presented for the planes xy, xz e yz, respectively. 

As expected, the region upstream the 3D protruding heater 

has a greater pressure than the downstream region. 

Independently of the Reynolds number, the largest pressures 

found are around the 3D heater’s front surface due to the 

stagnation point. Furthermore, the larger the Reynolds 

number, the larger the pressure gradients are close to the 

stagnation. 

u m/s

y
H
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(a) region upstream the heater 
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(b) region downstream the heater 

 

Fig 15. NovecTM 7500 velocity profile along the y direction for 

different positions upstream and downstream the 3D 

protruding heater for Re = 200. 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 
 

Fig 16. NovecTM 7500 pressure distribution map on the xy plane 

for z = 0. 

 

 
(a) Re = 100 

 
(b) Re = 200 

 
(c) Re = 300 

 
Fig 17. NovecTM 7500 pressure distribution map on the xz plane 

for y = 0.16H. 
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(a) Re = 100        (b) Re = 200        (c) Re = 300 

 
Fig 18. NovecTM 7500 pressure distribution map on the yz plane 

for x = 2.375H. 
 

 

The distributions of the local friction coefficient in 

function of the Reynolds numbers along the different regions 

of the substrate and surfaces of the 3D protruding heaters 

were presented by Nishida & Alves [1] and [7]. Furthermore, 

the results of the mean friction coefficient and the 

Darcy-Weisbach (or Moody) friction factor (Figs. 19 and 20) 

were correlated with deviations smaller than 1.5% through:

  
 

359.0Re051.0 fC  (8) 
 

359.0Re204.0 f  (9) 
 

As expected, these fluidynamic parameters decrease with the 

increasing Re. 

Re

C
f

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

0.006

0.007

0.008

0.009

0.010

0.011

 
Fig 19. Mean friction coefficient in function of the Reynolds 

number. 

Re

f

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

0.040

0.045

 
Fig 20. Darcy-Weisbach (or Moody) friction factor in function of 

the Reynolds number 

.

The main results obtained for the fluidynamic parameters 

of interest are presented in Table 2 for the laminar flow 

considering the dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500. In order to 

associate the numerical values, the results considering air as 

the work fluid are also presented in Table 2[7]. The properties 

of the air were considered constant, obtained at 300K [22]. 
 

Table 2. Fluidynamic parameters of interest. 

Re 
NovecTM 7500 Air [7] 

u0 [m/s] Δp [Pa] Preq [W].106 u0 [m/s] Δp [Pa] Preq [W].106 

100 0.0101 0.1234 0.803 0.2086 0.0392 5.273 

150 0.0151 0.2314 2.258 0.3129 0.0744 15.027 

200 0.0202 0.3699 4.812 0.4172 0.1194 32.133 

250 0.0252 0.5406 8.791 0.5215 0.1738 58.486 

300 0.0302 0.7429 14.497 0.6258 0.2378 96.020 

 

Fig. 21 shows the total pressure drop in the channel in 

function of the Re considering either air or the dielectric fluid 

Novec
TM

 7500 as the work fluid. Independently of the fluid in 

analysis, the pressure drop increases with Re. In addition, for 

all Reynolds number range the magnitudes involved for the 

Novec
TM

 7500 are greater than the ones involved for the air 

due to the different fluidynamics properties of the work fluids 

(momentum transport properties). Fig. 22 shows the behavior 

of the power required in function of the Reynolds number 

considering air or Novec
TM

 7500 as the work fluid. In both 

fluids, the power required increases with the Reynolds 

number. For any Reynolds, the magnitudes involved for the 

air are greater than the ones involved for the Novec
TM

 7500 

due to the different velocities related to the respective work 

fluids. 
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Fig  21. Total pressure drop in the channel in function of the 

Reynolds number. 
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Fig  22. Power required in function of the Reynolds number. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the present work a numerical analysis was performed to 

investigate the laminar flow around an array of 3D protruding 

heaters mounted in cross-stream direction on the bottom wall 

(substrate) of a parallel plate channel utilizing the 

ANSYS/Fluent
TM 

15.0 software. The dielectric fluid Novec
TM 

7500, a fluid with a low GWP (Global Warming Potential), 

was considered as the cooling fluid. The cooling process 

occurred through a forced laminar flow with constant 

properties under steady state conditions. In the channel inlet, 

the velocity profile of the flow was uniform.  

The conservation equations and their boundary conditions 

were numerically solved in a single domain that incorporated 

the regions of solid and fluid, through a coupled procedure. 

The discretization of the equations was based on the Control 

Volume Method. The SIMPLE algorithm was used to solve 

the pressure-velocity couple. Due to the non-linearity of the 

momentum equation, the correction of the velocity 

components and the pressure were under-relaxed to prevent 

instability. The occasional effects of oscillation in the flow 

were not considered. Due to the problem symmetries, the 

basic configuration of the problem was reduced to the one in 

Fig.2 and the solution domain utilized was showed in Fig.3. 

Typical geometry and property values, relevant to the 

electronic components mounted on printed circuit board 

cooling applications, were used to obtain the numerical 

results. The geometric configuration showed in Fig. 2, were 

assumed considering a space H = 0.0254m between the 

parallel plates. The effects of the Reynolds number, based on 

the protruding heaters height, were inspected for Re = 100, 

150, 200, 250, and 300. The flow in the channel was always 

laminar for the range of Re investigated.   

The behavior of the laminar flow around the 3D protruding 

heaters was showed through the streamlines. The streamlines 

around a 3D protruding heater were presented for Reynolds 

numbers of 100, 200, and 300. The main characteristics of the 

laminar flow were the horseshoe vortices which start 

upstream the heater and develop around the heater’s lateral 

surfaces; a small recirculation upstream the protruding 

heater; the fluid’s boundary layer detachment at the top of the 

heater causing a recirculation (reverse flux); and a large 

recirculation region downstream the heater due to the flow 

reattachment. The recirculation length (Lrec) downstream the 

3D protruding heater varies linearly with Re. The velocity 

magnitudes, the recirculation directions and the pressure 

distributions at the different regions considering the Novec
TM

 

7500 laminar flow, were presented for the planes xy, xz e yz. 

The main results of the fluidynamic parameters of interest, 

streamlines, velocity profile, pressure distribution, mean 

friction coefficient, Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, total 

pressure drop in the channel and power required were 

presented in Table 2 for the laminar flow considering the 

dielectric fluid Novec
TM

 7500 and compared with the results 

when air was considered the cooling fluid. 

It is interesting to state that the fluid flow development 

around the 3D protruding heaters lateral surfaces did not 

freely happen due to the small space between the heaters. The 

fluidynamic symmetry conditions of the blocks were 

dominant and the corresponding flow was different than a 

single 3D protruding heater with free domain in the 

transversal direction to the flow. 
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